Prefer to deal with
one party for all
your needs?

At AWB, we cover all bases.
From high yields and strong returns
to end-to-end support, you can trust
us to have your back.
The VICTORY® Hybrid Canola program puts growers’ needs
front-and-centre. It uniquely offers a ‘one partner approach’ to
contracting, logistics and grain marketing; empowering growers
to reclaim the time and energy lost negotiating multiple moving parts
during canola production and sale.
The program now features Clearfield® technology, a trusted system for over 12 years in canola, wheat, barley
and maize. The program also offers increased flexibility with a selection from three hybrids, a hectare contract,
opportunity for deferred seed payment and multiple delivery choices – as well as one team to support you
throughout the program. Join a group of growers who are the first link in the supply chain, delivering healthy
premium oils for food service and food ingredients customers.

From seed to store, AWB is your one-stop-shop.

Does your canola production
give you peace of mind?
Call 1800 447 246

Streamline operations. Strong returns. Simple as that.
All hybrids offered as part of The VICTORY® Hybrid Canola program are high performance with excellent yield potential.
Other benefits of the program include:

A hectare contract

Premium available
(conditions apply)

V3002

Multiple delivery and
storage options

V7001CL

• Early - Mid conventional hybrid

• Long season hybrid featuring Clearfield® technology

• Versatile performer with proven track record

• Shorter flowering period compared to traditional hybrids

• Robust across multiple geographies

• Suited to higher rainfall and irrigation

• Strong vigour with high yield and oil

• Strong vigour with high yield and oil

V7002CL

V5003RR

• New limited release for 2018

• Mid maturity hybrid featuring Roundup Ready® technology

• Early - Mid hybrid featuring Clearfield® technology

• Highly competitive GM versus non GM pricing

• Low to moderate height

• Suited to medium, higher rainfall and irrigation

• Strong vigour with high yield and oil

• Strong vigour with high yield and oil

Hybrid

V3002

V7001CL

V7002CL

V5003RR

Vigour

Strong

Strong

Strong

Strong

Maturity

Early-mid

Late

Early-mid

Mid

Height

Low-moderate

Moderate to high

Low to moderate

Moderate

Black leg

Resistant - Jockey

Resistant – Jockey

Resistant – Jockey (P) *

Resistant - Jockey

HTC type

Conventional

Clearfield®

Clearfield®

Roundup Ready®

* P = Provisional rating only.

Contact your local AWB representative or 1800 447 246 to find out more.

The Specialty Canola Terms and Conditions – Special Terms 2018/19 apply. The VICTORY® Hybrid Canola contract offering may be
withdrawn at any time. Contact your local AWB office for further details.
DISCLAIMER: This document has been prepared by Cargill Australia Limited (ACN 004 684 173). This document contains information of a general background or summary nature
about the 2018/19 AWB High Oleic Canola Production Program. Please refer to the Specialty Canola Terms and Conditions – Special Terms 2018/19 for the full terms and conditions
governing the product. To the fullest extent permitted by law, neither us nor any of our associates and related bodies corporate (or any of our or their directors, employees or agents)
accept any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.

